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Overview
The PrecisionBI solution for Allscripts PM (APM) includes a data model (SQL database) and a starter
set of dashboards with key metrics for monitoring the financial health of your practice(s) along with a
HIPAA compliant security model and robust scheduler to meet your organization’s varying
deployment needs. Some tailoring of the underlying report objects that source the dashboards may
be required based on each organization’s set-up and workflow. Tailoring can include minor
adjustments to financial definitions, search (query) logic and/or dashboard filters.
The starter dashboards included in the Financial Dashboard deliverables are described in more detail
below. Filtering for the financial aspects of the dashboards include: practice, department, provider
and location of the voucher. Filtering for appointment-related data includes: practice, department,
provider and location of the appointment.

Introduction Dashboard
The Introduction dashboard provides a brief synopsis of the data presented in the Practice
Management Dashboard access center (collection of dashboards).
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Executive Summary
The Executive Summary dashboard provides a comparative view of key metrics including; charges,
payments, adjustments, collection rates, refunds and RVU data along with current accounts
receivable aging and days in AR. Monitor percent of accounts receivables over 90, 120 or 180 days
old as older accounts are harder to collect. Monitor key revenue metrics year-over-year to
proactively spot changes that can impact overall cash flow.
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MTD Daily Statistics
The MTD Daily Statistics dashboard provides insight into the charges, payments, adjustments and
number of vouchers entered for the current month-to-date. Posting dates are based on the reporting
periods defined in Allscripts and may cross months based on the start and end date of the reporting
period. This dashboard provides insight into charge entry consistency and cash flow for the month.
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Charges
The Charges dashboard provides a year-over-year comparison of charge and RVU trends.
Understanding the payer mix by primary insurance aids in managing contracts with payers driving
the most dollars and services for the organization.
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Payments
The Payments dashboard provides a year-over-year and month-by-month view of payment trends.
Monitoring your payments by payer can help identify payments below contractual rates and ensure
you are getting the maximum payment.
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Adjustments
The Adjustments dashboard provides trends monitoring the year-over-year change in contractual
and non-contractual adjustments to highlight areas where process improvement can aid in reducing
loss of revenue. Significant changes in adjustments by payer may be an indication to review
contracts to ensure the practice is receiving full payment for services rendered.
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Accounts Receivable
The Accounts Receivable dashboard provides aging based on the last billing date of the voucher by
current insurance payer and displays the percent of AR for each aging category against the total AR.
The older a claim is, the harder it is to collect. The Accounts receivable dashboard allows filtering on
each element and the ability to drag and re-order the fields to compare aging by payer then quickly
view it by provider or other fields. This dashboard can be utilized to answer questions that may arise
when analyzing the accounts receivable from the Executive Management dashboard.
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Top 25 CPTs
The Top 25 CPTs dashboard provides a look at the top codes billed year-over-year by charges,
payments and units. This allows the organization to see what the most prevalent services provided
are in terms of volume and the services that generate the most dollars.

Top 25 CPT by Charges
The Top 25 CPTs by Charges subtab provides the ability monitor changes in charges billed yearover-year and easily see the services that generate the most revenue.
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Top 25 CPTs by Payments
The Top 25 CPTs by Payments provides the ability monitor changes in payments received yearover-year and see the services returning the highest reimbursement. When reviewed with the Top 25
CPTs by Charges, practices can check for instances of high-dollar services where the reimbursement
falls outside of the top 25 payments which may indicate a need to review fee schedules and/or
contracts with payers.
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Top 25 CPTs by Units
The Top 25 CPTs by Units provides the ability monitor changes in units year-over-year and see the
most prevalent services in terms of volume. When compared to the Top 25 CPTs by Charges,
practices can monitor services where the units are high, but the charge amounts are low (i.e. drug
codes and infusions) as higher units with lower charge amounts mean less reimbursement.
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E & M Codes
The E & M Codes dashboard provides a view into evaluation and management compliance. Bell
curve displays of new and established patient visit volumes allow managers to easily monitor coding
practices based on the units billed by code. Additionally, the year-over-year comparisons allow the
organization to immediately see changes in coding practice that could impact revenue and/or
compliance.
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Productivity
The Productivity dashboard provides a view into the charges, wRVU’s and charges per wRVU for the
current year-to-date and the full prior year. Use filters to compare individual providers against their
selected peer group. This dashboard is for users with security to see all providers or all providers
from a department.
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Denials
The Denials dashboard provides a year-over-year comparison of top denial counts and the total
dollars adjusted off. Monitor trends in denial reasons due to coding patterns, missing authorizations,
timely filing and missing information, etc. Persistent patterns in denials can be investigated further
using the zoom to pivot grid feature in the application. Reducing and/or eliminating controllable
denials reduces the cost of appeals and can result in an increase in revenue along with improved
cash flow.
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Charge Lag
The Charge Lag dashboard provides insight into the number of days from date of service to posting
date. According to industry standards this should be less than three days. Monitor the year-over-year
change in the lag days to spot potential areas for process improvement and/or celebrate
improvements achieved. The Payer Mix, based on the primary payer insurance class, allows practices
to monitor where revenue may be lost due to timely filing issues. Organizations have the ability to
set lag day targets by Insurance Class to easily see problematic payers.
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Billing Lag
The Billing Lag dashboard provides insight into the number of days from posting date to the original
billing date. According to industry standards this should be less than three days. Monitor the yearover-year change in the lag days to spot potential areas for process improvement and/or celebrate
improvements achieved. The Payer Mix, based on the primary payer insurance class, allows practices
to monitor where revenue may be lost due to timely filing issues. Organizations have the ability to
set lag day targets by Insurance Class to easily see problematic Payers.
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Appointments
The Appointments dashboard provides a year-over-year comparison of appointments by status and
a count of new patient visits by year. Year-over-year comparisons by month allow practices to gauge
how many appointments they should have in future months, can alert the practice to a need for
added or reduced staffing or changes in volume that may be a result of new competition. By tracking
cancellations and no shows, practices can stay on top of missed revenue opportunities.
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Missing Charges
The Missing Charges dashboard tracks arrived appointments that do not have a corresponding
voucher entered. Compare current year-to-date to prior year to follow-up on current year missing
charges that may be approaching timely filing limits and address prior year missing charges that may
still be billable (i.e. Medicare). Monitor the top appointment types generating missing charges for
improvement opportunities. Unposted charges can result in a loss of revenue and if entered too late
can surpass timely filing deadlines.
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Cancelled Appointments
The Cancelled Appointments dashboard provides year-over-year comparisons in the number of
cancelled appointments as well as the overall cancellation rate. View same day and overall
cancellations by day of week to look for trends by day. Monitor the top appointment types cancelled
to assess whether process improvements such as shifts in specific providers schedules, reminder
calls or reminder emails, for example, may help reduce cancellations.
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Cancellation Reasons
Cancelled appointments can lead to a loss in revenue. Trying to fill in last minute cancellations
increases staffing cost and interferes with other priorities. Understanding why cancellations occur
can provide insights leading to process or scheduling improvements and help reduce the cancellation
rate.

CYTD Cancellation Reasons
The CYTD Cancellation Reasons dashboard tracks the top 15 cancellation reasons for the current
year-to-date. See if the appointments are being cancelled by patients or if provider schedules are
being overbooked. Compare with the prior year-to-date dashboard to monitor year-over-year
changes.
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PYTD Cancellation Reasons
The PYTD Cancellation Reasons dashboard tracks the top 15 cancellation reasons for the prior
year-to-date. See if the appointments are being cancelled by patients or if provider schedules are
being overbooked. Compare with the current year-to-date dashboard to monitor for year-over-year
improvements.
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